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Air conditioning Homeowner’s association Accesible a discapasitados

Security guard(s) Estudio Red inalámbrica

Vestidor Ceiling fans Water softener

Fitness center Sistema de seguridad Visitors parking area

Instalación de red Heliport Outdoor swimming pool

Circuito cerrado Oversized doors Telephone

Centro de negocios 24 hours security Cuarto de lavado

Jacuzzi High ceilings Fireplace(s)

Conserje Master insurance Internet wiring

Common areas Elevator Gym

Terrace Private elevator

Prices starting from: $ 2,195,000

Six boutique residences that Masterfully Combine the ´´  Feel and Space´´ of a Grand Home with One-Level
Living.

Our leadership in Design Innovation in Concert with Environmental Luxury, Earns International Recognition and
Endorsements By World Class Companies that are ´´Best in Their Class´´.         

Amenities

Design Innovation

Superior architecture in an unsurpassed natural setting inspires the imagination and creates a sense of

harmony and ful�llment for those who live there.

Destined to become a landmark, the Pelagio Signature had one overarching design goal: To blend the natural

beauty with advanced architectural design in order to establish the �nest residences in Puerto Vallarta. Vast

open living spaces �ow into spacious outdoor areas to provide a majestic setting for lavish entertainment and

intimate living.

The exquisite indoor areas with 16ft ceilings, 12 ft doors, brick bovedas in kitchen and bathroons and the

expansive private terraces offer sweeping panoramas of city, mountain, and ocean vistas from sunrise until

twilight while maintaining absolute privacy for the residents.

At the Pelagio, impeccable design and �nely crafted detail re�ect a profound appreciation of life´s essence.

Every Element was meticulously considered with the experience of the owner in mind to create homes that are

worthy of their awe-inspiring location and offer the ultimate in aesthetics, luxury and elegance.

Robert Bartram
robert@pelagioresidences.com
USA 213 291 1648 or Cell Mexico 52 1 322 133 0306
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Residences
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Peerless Location

Surrounded by blue sky, endless ocean, mountain peaks and calming breezes, the Pelagio Signature

Residences are nestled on a private point on the majestic hillside of the prestigious Conchas Chinas

neighborhood (famously known as the Beverly Hills of Puerto Vallarta).

Situated at the very peak of this remarkable location, these residences offer spectacular views of beautiful

white sand beaches, dramatic rocky outcroppings, crystal blue waters, sparkling city lights and the lush jungle

of the Sierra Madre Mountains.

With a natural preserve bordering the property, this setting provides a magni�cent sanctuary that is secluded,

exclusive and inspiring, while being only a few minutes away from the cobble stone streets, gourmet

restaurants, delightful galleries, and world class hopping and nightlife of Puerto Vallarta´s vibrant town center.

Refreshingly removed in their unsurpassed location, the Pelagio Signature Residences are a place to live at

the height of exquisite luxury while surrounded by the breath taking beauty and expansive vistas that only the

Mexican Gold Coast can offer.

Integrated Intelligence

To create a new standard for �rst class living, our development team put considerable thought into every

element of the Pelagio Signature Residences:

Superb design and inspired elegance were just the beginning. 

A world class development such as this must also incorporate the ultimate in innovative technology and

environment integration.

Accordingly, engineering and design teams have speci�ed the most advanced features and home automation,

communications, entertainment, comfort, and lighting systems that combine stellar performance with superb

ef�ciency and progressive green standards.

From the fully engineered and dedicated multi-media of�ce, cutting edge communications and audiophile

entertainment systems to the state of the art photovoltaic solar electric modules and next generation designer

lighting, every effort was made to create a testament to contemporary lifestyles and re�ned responsibility.

Resulting in zero cost energy for lighting, 30% reduction in water savings, and 20% reduction in energy

consumption.

Distinctively designed for modern living, these outstanding residences reach the pinnacle of luxury while

incorporating the latest technology and providing the satisfaction that they were developed in harmony with

their awe-inspiring natural setting.

Inspired Elegance

Sumptuous �nishes, exacting elements, and grand design are combined to offer the highest standard of

excellence and to establish the Pelagio as the ultimate �agship for Puerto Vallarta.

Design elements by Phillipe Starck, Jean Marie Massaud, Antonio Citerrio, Gugiaro.

Each exquisite residence unites features including a gourmet kitchen design by one of Scavolinis top Italian

designers in collaboration with one of the best chefs in the world, a cutting edge media room with travertine

marble �oors, custom stone detailing, brick boveda architecture in kitchen and bathrooms, granite

countertops, deluxe woodwork and showpiece ceilings and walls, all masterfully handcrafted on site to exact

standards by top artisans.

The grand living areas present an abundance of splendid, luxurious spaces to enjoy the remarkable design,

rich features, and stunning vistas.

Every one of the three to �ve master bedrooms provides a stately, elegant retreat with �ne details, panoramic

views, extensive walk in closets, and lavish on-suites featuring marble �oors and walls, granite counter tops,

soaker tubs, and high-end �xtures by hansgrohe, Miele, Laufen, FSB, Duravit, Scavolini. 

The opulence and breath-taking views extend to the outside where the one hundred and �fty long travertine

marble terrace showcases the private in�nity pool, professional outdoor cooking center, and the stunning

spaces for lounging, dining, and entertaining. 

information with a real estate professional or the developer.

Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is

not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the

Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.



Exceptional Dedication

The Pelagio Signature Residences represent an unparalleled commitment to excellence.

Driven by the unwavering desire to produce the best, the project founder and development team oversaw

every element with a complete dedication to developing the most advanced, intelligent, and luxurious

residences.

No other property has been so thoroughly considered, so carefully constructed, so meticulously �nished.

Leading experts were contacted to deal with specialized features and technologies while local artisans were

commissioned to craft the extensive detailing and custom �nishes.

The sum of this expertise is a magni�cent collection of residences that will stand as a proud testament to

state-of-the-art development and enrich the lives of those who live there, now and always.

Features

·      Residential control systems and amenities: photovoltaic modular energy credits. Home automation and

integration of lighting, climate, media, and security systems with global online control.

·         Design details: Open interior �oor plan with 16 ft ceilings and 12 ft doors. Stunning panoramic views

from all rooms; featuring �oor to ceiling (frameless) solar windows and wood shutters.

·      Principal rooms: Grand open living spaces for lounging, entertaining, and dining featuring. Spectacular

city, mountain and ocean vistas. Custom-featured stone walls, brick bovedas in kitchen and bathrooms.

·         Professional kitchen: Designed by one of Scavolinis top designers in collaboration with one of the top

chefs from   "Maitres de Cusiniers de France" with extensive professional appliances and deluxe walk-in

pantry.

·         Master suites (three to �ve): Soaring ceilings with optional exotic wood roof design. Extensive walk-in

closets with climate control. Lavish on-suites with travertine marble shower walls and �oors. Advanced Duravit

facilities with integrated washlet.

·         Dedicated multi-media/of�ce room: with cutting edge communications, 24 bit media and 4k

entertainment performance.

·         Terrace: Individual in�nity pool featuring spa designed salt water system. Travertine marble �oors and

custom stone inlay. Deluxe outside cooking facilities. Wrap-around terrace with deluxe stainless railings

covering the entire 150ft of residence.
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